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Abstract

Anagram solution tasks have been frequently used to assess word recognition processes and relevant research
suggests that anagram solution ability is closely related to reading. Recently, the anagram paradigm was utilized to
compare reading performance in the Greek language and was found to share significant positive correlation to
reading fluency. The aim of the present study is to explore theoretical views with regard to the linguistic effects on
solving anagrams in a transparent language with a simple syllabic structure, using custom made software. Results
from 76 children illustrate that anagram solution difficulty is influenced by both syllable complexity and grapheme
frequency. These variables also explain much of the variation in terms of the number of moves required for solution
and the time spent working on anagrams.
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1. Introduction
It is generally acceptable that learning to read constitutes a basic prerequisite for all subsequent literacy development
as it fosters access to knowledge and information. In modern societies, reading is considered to be one of the most
crucial cognitive skills that supports all later school-based learning. However, reading is not an innate skill (Wolf,
2007). It is a relatively lengthy process that requires mastering a large set of strategies.
Research on reading development has drawn significant attention over the last four decades and various theoretical
models (Frith, 1985; Ehri, 1987; Goswami, 1993; Seymour 1990; Seymour & Evans, 1999) were developed in order
to examine the process of reading acquisition. A common feature in various theoretical cognitive models of reading
processes is the fact that the initial stages of reading suggest the operation of a ‘‘visual analysis system’’ (Coltheart,
1981; Ellis, 2004). This cognitive mechanism is responsible for converting printed letters to abstract representations
as well as for extracting information about where letters are positioned within the words (Pammer, Hansen,
Kringelbach, Holliday, Barnes, Hillebrand, Singh, & Cornelissen, 2004, p. 1189). Thus, the visual-orthographic
analysis system includes the process of encoding abstract letter identities and the relative position of letters within
words (Peressotti & Grainger, 1995). It has been documented that deficits in the visual analysis system are related to
different types of peripheral dyslexia, such as visual dyslexia (Cuetos & Ellis, 1999) or letter position dyslexia
(Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007). When the visual-analysis system codifies the letter positions and arranges letter
strings into common orthographic patterns, the abstract letter forms are subsequently processed in the ‘‘visual word
form’’ processor for matching word representations (Galante, Tralli, Zuffi, & Avanzi, 2000; Warrington & Shallice,
1980). This system is “… responsible for recognizing the graphic forms of words and relaying that information on to
those regions central to phonological and lexical/semantic processing” (Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2005, p. 94).
During a word recognition process, access to the mental lexicon is mediated by the recognition of orthographic units
such as letters (Courrieu & Lequeux, 1988). An interesting assumption proposed by Courrieu and Lequeux (1988)
asserts the existence of a perceptual mechanism that computes letter order information. Their assumption was based
on the fact that despite words being formed by an ordered sequence of letters, readers can solve anagrams. Even
though anagrams do not share any orthographic neighbors in the lexicon they are comprised by the same
orthographic units (i.e. the same letters), with the exception of the orthotactic violation that disrupts the
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morphological structure of the word. In the same study, anagrams were found to produce robust effects on word
recognition performance. As Courrieu and Lequeux (1988, p. 32) report, “… position-free letter codes are used for
accessing the mental lexicon, while the letter order information is also taken into account, but in a separate way”.
Anagram solving tasks are considered to tap high-level cognitive abilities (Grimes & Mozer, 2001). In an anagram
solving task a nonsense string of letters must be rearranged to form a word (e.g. ranamga anagram). The anagram
paradigm has been frequently used in cognitive research in a number of studies. It has been utilized to assess word
recognition process (Cornelissen, Hansen, Gilchrist, Cormack, Essex, & Frankish, 1998; Pammer et al., 2004), to
study the mapping procedure between visual orthographic information and lexical representations during reading
(Novick & Sherman, 2004; Witte & Freund, 2001). Anagram tasks are also used to examine memory processes
(Bernstein, Rudd, Erdfelder, Godfrey, & Loftus, 2009; Cansino, Ruiz, & Lopez-Alonso, 1999) and problem solving
strategies (Novick & Sherman, 2003, 2008).
According to Novick and Sherman (2003), anagram solution is achieved through two distinct processes. The first
process produces a “pop-out” solution within about 2 seconds after the presentation of the anagram (see also Henin,
Accorsi, Cho, & Tabor, 2009). For these insight-like solutions, solvers bare no conscious awareness of having made
incremental progress toward the goal. Pop-out solutions usually occur for well-structured words with common
orthographic patterns which are consistent with frequent structural forms in the language (Henin et al., 2009). These
structural patterns involve phonological regularity and syllabic patterning (Novick & Sherman, 2008). The second
process applies in cases where anagram solvers fail to evoke a lexical response. In that case, they utilize a more
time-consuming strategy of a serial process by rearranging the letters until they work out the correct word (Novick &
Sherman, 2003).
It is important to note, however, that anagram solution is influenced by different types of information. Performance
of poor anagram solvers, for example, is affected by pronounceability (i.e. superficial features), whereas good
anagram solvers are affected by “structural features” like the number of syllables (Novick & Sherman, 2008).
Equally important aspects of anagram solving, among other factors, are the number of letters that constitute the
anagram (Kaplan & Carvellas, 1968), the visual similarities between the anagram and the solution word (i.e. the
degree that the anagram violates the morphological structure of the solution word), and the frequency of the solution
word in the language (Mayzner & Tresselt, 1958). In fact, Chambers (1979) observed an interference effect in lexical
decision tasks when anagrams shared visual similarities to real words. For Deloche and his collaborators (Deloche,
Ott, & Tavella, 1995), the interference effect proposed in Chambers’ (1979) study is attributed to specific anagram
properties (i.e. visual similarity to real words). They suggest that visual-orthographic similarities between anagrams
and real words may affect the operation of the orthographic input lexicon and therefore the word recognition process.
Another key feature of the anagram solving process that has been documented refers to bigram frequencies. Prior
work in this field revealed that anagrams derived from target words with high bigram frequencies tend to be easier to
solve (Gilhooly & Johnson, 1978). In another study (Mayzner, Tresselt, & Helbock, 1964), it is argued that the
important issue is the frequency with which bigrams appear in each position within words. It should be mentioned
that bigram frequency measures are also found to affect word recognition (Rice & Robinson, 1975).
According to Mielke and Hume (2001), during word recognition process the initial part of the word is special.
Salient information tends to occur at the beginning of words and access to lexical information is achieved on the
basis of the left edge of words (Cutler, Hawkins & Gilligan, 1985). In that sense, solving anagrams should be
dependent on the features of the initial part of the anagrams. The visual word recognition processes in an anagram
solving task may rely primarily on orthographic information (Hargreaves, Pexman, Zdrazilova, & Sargious, 2012;
Novick & Sherman, 2008). During anagram unpacking, feedback processes play an important role in both the
automated mode of letter-string processing and the analytic strategy (Pammer et al., 2004). As it has been reported,
the abstract letter identities seem to correspond to the fundamental perceptual unit of visual word recognition (Pelli,
Farell, & Moore, 2003). Hence, an anagram solving task could be conceptualized as a lexical access task (Fink &
Weisberg 1981); moreover it could be used as a word identification or reading paradigm (Muncer & Knight, 2011;
see also Pammer et al., 2004). As Henin and his collaborators (2009, p. 906) argue, anagram solution is “… an
extension of natural word-reading ability, which is highly sensitive to structural knowledge of the language and is
generally agreed to involve parallel processing in skilled readers”.
In a recent study (Panagiotakopoulos & Sarris, 2013), performance on anagram solving tasks was found to share
significant correlation to reading fluency measures. In fact, children’s performance on anagram solution tasks
explained 30% of the variance in reading fluency. These results are consistent with recent findings, where skilled
anagram solution is acknowledged as an extension of word-reading ability (Henin et al., 2009). This study reports
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analyses of linguistic factors that affect anagram solution. Our main goal is to examine the effects of syllabic
structure and grapheme frequency of target words on an anagram solving task and check for presumable differences
on the solving performance of average and below average readers. Thus, we measured time spent and users’ number
of moves for solving different nonsense anagrams.
Three main research questions are addressed in this study:
(a) Does the target word’s syllabic structure and grapheme frequency affect anagram solution times? The
time-for-solution of a nonsense letter string is used as the measure of the ease or difficulty of solution across different
syllabic structures and grapheme frequency.
(b) Does letter order affect anagram difficulty? The difficulty level of an anagram applies to the degree that the letter
order is dissimilar to the orthotactic order of the target word. Different parts of the target words are presented in the
left edge of the anagram stimuli.
(d) Do syllabic structure and grapheme frequency pose the same difficulties to average and below average readers?
2. The Software Used for the Study
For the needs of this study a custom application was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio, according to the
prototyping method (Sommerville, 2004). Working in administration mode, the researcher is able to manage two
databases. The first database (main) contains an extended number of words. The second database (custom) has a
dynamic content (subset of the main database’s content) that is updated for each experiment and includes the selected
words of a specific experiment. Among others, the experimenter is able to define:
•

the words of the custom database,

•

the segmentation ways of every word,

•

the word segments’ display order,

•

the words’ display order,

•

the available time for finding out the correct word.

The application can be configured to provide help to the user when either the first letter of the correct word, or the
last, or even both of them appear. In addition, the application can be configured to provide feedback to the user with
sound, animation, and written messages, after the completion of each try (Panagiotakopoulos & Sarris, 2013).
In user-mode, the user can “play” with the application, while several counters record diverse user-specific data, such
as the segment being moved, the time spent for the movement of each segment, the total time for the movement of all
segments, etc. The user has to move all segments of the anagrammed word and place them with an appropriate order
near a fixed line (see Picture 1). The movement of every segment is performed through drag and drop and the user
can undo any movement. Picture 1 depicts the application running in user-mode while the user is trying to create the
anagrammed word.
The application creates a .txt file for each user’s session, which includes all user actions and time parameters related
to them. This file can be imported into a spreadsheet program to analyze the performed user actions in a quantitative
and/or qualitative manner.

Picture 1: Actual Screenshot When User is Trying to Create the Anagrammed Word
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3. Methodology
3.1 Participants
A sample of 76 Greek-speaking 6th grade students (44 boys and 32 girls) was randomly selected from three
elementary schools. The participants’ mean age during testing was 11.61 years. Participants were categorized into
two reading fluency groups (see Panagiotakopoulos & Sarris, 2013).
3.2 Experimental Procedure
Subjects were tested in individual sessions by a single experimenter, with each session lasting approximately 15
minutes. All testing trials were conducted in the computer laboratory of each school. A group of four children was
used to pilot test the software’s calibration settings, ergonomics, and the presentation format of the anagrams. For the
main experimental procedure, a typical desktop personal computer with Microsoft Windows 7 and a LCD/TFT
display 17’’ was used. The main experimental procedure consisted of two trial sessions.
In each trial, participants had to solve 36 anagrams of a target word (i.e. NWIDWO  WINDOW). In the first test
stimuli were derived from 2-syllable target words (5-6 letters), while in the second test anagrams were obtained from
3-syllable target words (6-7 letters). Two experimental conditions were used in this study. In the first condition,
participants needed to reposition the letters of the anagram to produce the target word. In the second condition,
anagrams were formed after repositioning letter strings of the target. Participants had to complete six successive
testing sessions for each experimental condition. The total number of rearrangements or movements (either single
letters or letter strings), reaction time, the total time consumed, and accuracy scores were calculated. The maximum
time allotted for anagram solution was 60 seconds.
The anagrams used in this study were allocated into three presentation categories (i.e. First, Middle, and Last). In the
First category the initial part of the target word matched the initial part of the anagram (i.e. σπαθι [sword]  σπ-ι-αθ).
In the Middle category the middle part of the target word was located in the initial part of the anagram (i.e. καρεκλα
[chair]  εκ-λα-καρ) and in the Last category the last part of the target word was presented in the initial position of
the anagram (i.e. νομισμα [coin]  μα-μισ-νο). The 72 target words selected for the study were drawn from a
database that includes all words in the 6th grade students’ curricular reading textbooks. The target stimuli were of
middle frequency (≈ .323) and had the most common syllabic structures in the Greek language. The syllabic
structures of the items used in the study were Consonant-Vowel (CV), Consonant-Consonant-Vowel (CCV),
Consonant-Vowel-Vowel (CVV) and Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC). Relative frequencies were calculated for
all vowel phoneme-to-grapheme mappings in the database and the target words that were selected for the study were
labelled as to whether they contain frequent or infrequent phoneme-to-grapheme mappings.
4. Results
An analysis of variance was conducted to evaluate the hypothesis that anagram solving time is affected by the
syllabic structure of target words. The mean anagram solving times are presented in Table 1. Results were analyzed
using a 4 x 2 Analysis of Variance, with Syllabic Structure (CV, CCV, CVV, CVC) and Group (Average and Below
Average readers) as the between-group factors. The Group x Syllabic structure interaction was not significant,
F(3,5286) = .43; p > .05. The main effects for Syllabic Structure, F(3,5286) = 48.28; p < .001 and for Group,
F(1,5286) = 46.69; p < .001 were found to be significant. The sample means are displayed in Table 1. Post hoc
contracts revealed that the average reading fluency group outperformed the below average reading fluency scores in
all conditions (p < .001), while significant differences across syllabic structures were also observed.
Table 1: Mean Total Time Scores across Syllabic Structure (Standard Deviations are shown in brackets)
Syllabic structure
CV

Average fluency

Below Average fluency

10.61 (6.68)

13.96 (8.3)

CCV

16.12 (16.74)

19.27 (19.71)

CVV

18.12 (18.22)

20.96 (21.59)

CVC

13.66 (12.69)

17.86 (19.33)

As Figure 1 depicts, the normal reading fluency group achieved significantly lower solution times for all syllabic
structures. Moreover, the simple structures (i.e. CV and CVC) posed the smallest difficulties to participants.
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Figure 1: Total Time Sco
ores of Anagram Solution forr Average and B
Below Averagee Fluency across Syllabic Strructure
a
was em
mployed in ord
der to check for presumable ddifferences bettween groups iin terms of graapheme
A further analysis
frequency. Results were analyzed usin
ng a 2 x 2 Analysis
A
of Vaariance, with G
Graphemic Freequency (Freqquent Infrequent graphemes) and
a Group (Av
verage and Beelow Average)) as the betweeen-group facttors. The Grapphemic
Frequency x Group interaaction was nott significant, F((1,5286) = .022; p > .05. Thiss analysis reveaaled significannt main
effects for Graphemic Frrequency, F(1,5286) = 161.0
04; p < .001 annd for Group, F(1, 5286) = 39.62; p < .01. The
sample meaans are display
yed in Figure 2.

Figuree 2: Total Time Scores of Anaagram Solution
n for Average annd Below Averrage Fluency aacross Graphem
mic
Reepresentation
Post hoc contracts found
d that the average reading flu
uency group ooutperformed tthe below averrage reading ffluency
group’s sco
ores in all cond
ditions (p < .001), while sign
nificant differeences across grraphemic frequuency were obbserved
with infreq
quent graphem
mes being recog
gnized faster (p
( < .001). It sseems that chiildren tend to solve anagram
ms with
infrequent graphemes fasster compared to
t those with frrequent grapheemes.
nalysis of Variaance, with Sylllabic Structure (CV, CCV, CV
VV, CVC) andd Graphemic Frrequency (Freqquent A 4 x 2 An
Infrequent graphemes) ass the between-g
group factors was
w conductedd to test the hyp
ypothesis that aanagram solvinng time
is affected by grapheme frequency. Thiis analysis discclosed a signifficant Syllabic Structure x G
Graphemic Freqquency
interaction,, F(3,5286) = 29.11; p < .0
001. The naturre of these innteractions is ddisplayed in F
Figure 3. Subssequent
analyses deemonstrated th
hat there were simple effectss for Syllabic Structure, F(33,5286) = 21.444; p < .001, aand for
Graphemicc Frequency, F((1,5286) = 128
8.88; p < .001. As Figure 2 shhows, participaants demonstraated higher totaal time
scores to so
olve anagrams produced from
m words that co
ontain frequennt grapheme maappings. Whatt is more imporrtant is
that the eff
ffect of syllabicc structure is closely
c
associaated with the ffrequency of tthe containing graphemes. T
Thus, it
seems easieer to determinee a target word
d if the nonsensse string includdes low frequenncy phoneme m
mapping of a leetter.
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Fig
gure 3: Total Time
T
Scores off Anagram Solu
ution for Graphheme Frequenccy across Syllaabic Structure
As mention
ned in the intrroduction, worrd recognition process is baased on the feaatures of the iinitial part of words.
Therefore, we used differrent parts of th
he target wordss as the initial section of the anagrams. Thee presentation format
of the anag
grams included
d three types of stimuli (i.e. the
t initial, the middle, and thhe last part of tthe target wordd to be
presented in
i the left edge of the anagram
m). A 4 x 2 x 2 Analysis of V
Variance, with S
Syllabic Structture (CV, CCV
V, CVV,
CVC), Graaphemic Frequ
uency (Frequeent - Infrequen
nt graphemes)), and Presenttation (First, M
Middle, Last) as the
between-grroup factors was conducted to
t check for prresumable diffeerences in anaggram solution times across syyllabic
structure an
nd presentation
n format. Thiss analysis reveaaled a signific ant Syllabic Structure x Pressentation interraction,
F(9,5286) = 24.83; p < .0
001. Figure 4 diisplays the natu
ure of this inteeraction.

Fiigure 4: Total Time
T
Scores off Anagram Solu
ution for Preseentation Formaat across Syllabbic Structure
Our data su
uggest that wh
hen the first paart of the anagrram string is fo
formed by the m
middle sectionn of the target words,
the anagram
m solution time increases. Taarget words witth CVV and C
CVC syllabic sttructures were mostly affecteed. The
CVV struccture (i.e. word
ds that contain vowel diagrap
phs) was also found difficultt to solve wheen the last part of the
word was presented
p
first in the anagram
m string.
As Figure 5 depicts, the graphemic
g
freq
quency factor seemed
s
to havee a significant effect on anaggram solving tiime. In
particular, when the mid
ddle part of thee target word was located aat the beginninng of anagram
m strings, particcipants
achieved higher time scorres in the frequ
uent graphemicc condition.
A Graphem
mic Frequency
y x Presentatio
on interaction was also obsserved, F(3,52286) = 8.62; p < .001 (Figuure 5).
Subsequent analyses dem
monstrated that there were sim
mple effects forr Syllabic Struucture, F(3,52886) = 40.25; p < .001,
and for Preesentation, F(2,5286) = 180.2
23; p > .001. As
A Figure 3 shoows, when the middle or lastt letter of wordds were
presented in
i the initial po
osition of the anagrams,
a
participants demonnstrated higher time scores foor the CVV andd CVC
words. Thee simple effect for Graphemicc Frequency alsso proved to bee significant, F
F(2, 5286) = 622.85; p < .001.
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Figu
ure 5: Total Time Scores of Anagram
A
Soluttion for Grapheeme Frequencyy across Presenntation Format
Prior work
k in the Greek
k language sug
ggested that performance
p
onn anagram sollving tasks is highly correlaated to
reading flu
uency (Panagio
otakopoulos & Sarris, 2013). In an effort too elaborate furrther on this isssue, we investtigated
the relation
nship between average and below
b
average readers, compparing the num
mber of requiredd moves to sollve the
anagrams and
a the linguisttic factors of sy
yllabic structurre and graphem
mic frequency.
Results weere analyzed using
u
a 4 x 2 Analysis of Variance,
V
with Syllabic Struccture (CV, CC
CV, CVV, CVC
C) and
Reading flluency (averag
ge – below av
verage) as thee between-grouup factors. Thhis revealed a significant Syyllabic
Structure x Reading flueency interactio
on, F(3,3552) = 3.07; p < .005, which is ddisplayed in F
Figure 6. Subssequent
analyses deemonstrated th
hat there were simple effectss for Syllabic Structure, F(33,3552) = 13.882; p < .001, aand for
Reading flu
uency, F(1,355
52) = 39.29; p > .001.

Figure 6: To
otal Moves of Anagram
A
Solution for Readinng Fluency acrross Syllabic Structure
Minimum moves
m
were reequired by both
h groups for taackling simple CV anagramss. Differences w
were observedd in the
rest of the syllabic structures. As depiicted in Figuree 6, the averagge fluency grooup used fewerr moves to sollve the
anagrams than
t
the below average group
p, with the exceeption of the siimple CV syllaabic structure.
A final anaalysis was carrried out in ord
der to search fo
or possible diffferences between the two reeading groups on the
graphemic frequency factor. Results weere analyzed using
u
a2x2A
Analysis of Vaariance, with G
Graphemic Freqquency
(Frequent - Infrequent graaphemes) and Reading fluenccy (average - bbelow average)) as the betweeen-group factorrs. The
analysis, ass displayed in Figure 7, reveealed significan
nt main effectss for Graphemiic Frequency, F
F(1,3552) = 155.67; p
< .001, and
d for Group, F((1, 3552) = 37.37; p < .001.
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Figure 7: Totaal Moves of An
nagram Solutio
on for Graphem
me Frequency across Readingg Fluency
5. Discussiion
The anagraam paradigm has
h recently atttracted the atttention of reseearchers (amonng others, Cornnelissen et al.,, 1998;
Grimes & Mozer, 2001; Novick & Sheerman, 2003, 2004,
2
2008; Paammer et al., 22004). Two preesent the main trends
on anagram
m research. Th
he first one fo
ocuses on strattegies (Novickk & Sherman, 2003, 2008) tthat anagram ssolvers
employ and
d examines thee linguistic facttors that influence anagram ssolving (Delochhe et al., 1995;; Novick & Sherman,
2008). Ano
other line of research centers on issues that concern the reelationship betw
ween anagram solving perforrmance
and reading
g process (Delo
oche et al., 199
95; Henin et al., 2009).
The presen
nt study attemp
pts to extend previous
p
researrch in the fiel d. In Deloche et al. (1995), for example, Italian
speaking ch
hildren were found
f
to share the direct relattionship betweeen reading andd performancee on anagram ssolving
tasks. The authors linked
d their finding
gs to the transp
parency of thee Italian languuage as they faailed to replicaate the
results with
h the French-sp
peaking group.. The connectio
on between reaading performaance in an alphhabetic languagge with
simple sou
und-to-print correspondencees and anagraam solving abbilities has beeen recently examined in Greek
(Panagiotak
kopoulos & Sarris,
S
2013). Results revealled that perforrmance on annagram solvingg tasks is possitively
correlated to
t the reading fluency measu
ure used in the study. Followiing-up the dataa of the previous study, we pproceed
to a more detailed
d
analyssis in an effort to investigate the linguistic ffeatures that afffect anagram ssolution in the Greek
language an
nd examine wh
hether some off those featuress are linked to performance vvariation amonng average and below
average reaaders.
Data analy
ysis disclosed that
t
anagram solving
s
time iss affected by tthe syllabic sttructure of targget words. Thee main
effect of syllabic
s
compllexity indicatess that both grroups (i.e. aveerage and beloow average reeaders) were eequally
affected. Significant
S
diff
fferences acrosss syllabic stru
uctures were also observedd, with the sim
mple CV andd CVC
structures being
b
easier to
o solve. The efffect of syllabic complexity w
was also noticed in the readiing fluency meeasure,
where the average
a
group clearly outperrformed the below average reeaders. Both exxperimental grroups achievedd lower
time scoress at the simple syllabic structu
ures (i.e. CV an
nd CVC).
An unexpeected finding, which needs further confiirmation, was that both aveerage and bellow average rreaders
recognized
d anagrams containing infrequent graphemes fastter comparedd to anagraams with frrequent
phoneme-to
o-grapheme mappings.
m
Morre importantly
y, the effect oof syllabic com
mplexity seem
ms to weaken when
grapheme frequency
f
is taaken into accou
unt. It should be
b noted at thiss point that releevant research in deep orthoggraphic
writing sysstems like the English langu
uage suggest th
hat anagrams ccontaining bigrrams of high ffrequency tendd to be
easier to so
olve. This wass not the case in
i our study, where
w
solvers m
managed to iddentify anagram
ms that includeed low
frequency phoneme-to-grapheme mapp
pings more qu
uickly. A posssible explanatiion could be that, in some cases,
anagrams with bigrams that are otherwise
o
infrrequent are m
more sensitivve to identifiication througgh the
visual-orthographic analysis system. In a shallow orthography like the Greeek language w
with simple syyllabic
structures, perhaps low frrequency graph
hemes facilitatte the “pop-outt” solution process (Novick & Sherman, 20003) as
fewer cand
didates fulfill th
he requirementts to be the targ
get word. Whaatever the case, these results need to be repplicated
in other stu
udies employin
ng a larger samp
ple.
As discusseed in the introd
duction, word recognition pro
ocess is based on the featurees of the initial part of words.. Thus,
important information
i
on
n anagram solv
ving could be extracted
e
by comparing soluution time scorres for anagram
ms that
had differeent parts of the target words as
a their initial section
s
(i.e. thee initial, the m
middle, and the last part of thee target
word to bee presented in the
t left edge of the anagram)). The analysiss confirmed thaat the effect off syllabic compplexity
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depends on the level of the other factors such as grapheme frequency and presentation format. The middle condition
(i.e. the first part of the anagram is formed by the middle section of the target word) proved to be the most
demanding in terms of solution time scores for both CVV and CVC syllabic structures. Anagrams with vowel
diagraphs (CVV structure) were also found to be difficult to solve when the last part of the word was presented first
in the anagram string. It should be stressed here that solution time scores were higher when the middle section of the
target words was presented at the beginning of the anagrams in the frequent graphemic condition.
In a previous study in the Greek language, reading fluency was found to share strong correlation to performance on
anagram solving tasks (Panagiotakopoulos & Sarris, 2013). Following up on this issue, we examined the association
between reading fluency and the linguistic factors of syllabic structure and graphemic frequency by comparing the
number of moves required to solve the anagrams. The average group solved anagrams using significantly fewer
moves than the below average fluency group. The only exception was detected on the simple CV syllabic structure
where no difference between groups was traced. The analysis of the graphemic frequency factor duplicated previous
results. Anagrams containing frequent graphemes required fewer moves to be solved.
6. Conclusion
In this study, with the use of custom made software, we made an effort to explore theoretical views with regard to the
linguistic effects on solving anagrams in a transparent language with a simple syllabic structure. In general, the
results showed that anagram solving time is affected by the syllabic structure of target words. The effect of syllabic
complexity (that it is dependent on factors such as grapheme frequency and presentation format) was also revealed in
the reading fluency measure.
From our point of view, the anagram paradigm, which is mainly used by experimental psychologists, could also be
used in educational research. Solving anagram tasks may give insights into how readers extract information from a
text and how different orthographic features like the complexity of letter-sound correspondences or syllabic structure
affect word recognition process. Therefore, the prospect of utilizing anagram tasks as an alternative tool for
measuring reading fluency should be further evaluated.
Finally, a point that needs to be further explored is the correlation between the recognition of the anagrams
containing infrequent graphemes and those with frequent phoneme-to-grapheme mappings.
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